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SHARED VALUES
Throughout its history, Crane Co. has had an unwavering
commitment to the words and ideals of our founder, Richard Teller
Crane. That commitment — which set the standards for a small
company whose landmark innovations helped to drive the American
Industrial Revolution — has guided our actions and investments for
over 150 years. It continues to guide us as a global, strategically
linked, integrated operating company of core business that work
together with shared values and shared discipline to achieve
profitable growth.
“I am resolved to conduct my business in the strictest
honesty and fairness; to avoid all deception and trickery;
to deal fairly with both customers and competitors; to be
liberal and just toward employees and to put my whole
mind upon the business.”
–R
 ichard Teller Crane, Founder
July 4, 1885
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MEDIA

A WINNING STRATEGY
Take advantage of a winning
strategy with MEDIA to capture
new business, defend your base
locations and increase samestore sales. Win with MEDIA.

Crane MEDIA gives your consumers the modern retail shopping experience
they expect today. Attract and engage them with colorful, eye-catching
custom graphics and screen messaging that compliments your brand or the
brand of your customer. Enhance the user’s experience with touchscreen
control, shopping cart capability and multiple cashless payment options.
MEDIA not only helps you sell more, it also enables you to manage your
business more effectively via over-the-air updates for software, advertising
content, planograms and price changes.

INTELLIGENT STORE™
Bring your MEDIA machines to life with over-the-air price changes,
planogram configuration and nutritional information updates.
Access a powerful remote services suite of web-based software
applications, data analytics and wireless services to save costly
trips to the machine and drive incremental same-store sales. Plus,
you get access to Retail InsightsTM reporting, an online analytics
tool, that ensures your machine is working at peak performance.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Remote Price Changes
Remote Planogram Configuration
Remote Nutritional Information Updates
Remote Firmware Updates
Remote Custom Messaging
Retail Insights Reports
Performance Alerts
Digital Advertising

INNOVATIVE DIGITAL ADVERTISING

Our advertising program offers you an opportunity
to capture new, incremental revenue from brands
looking to reach consumers near your machines.
To capitalize on this unique opportunity, you simply sign up for
our advertising campaign notifications and we’ll tell you when
your machines qualify for an upcoming campaign. If you chose
to participate, we’ll send the ads to your screens over the air,
monitor their performance remotely over the campaign’s life,
and compensate you for your participation. It’s that easy.
In the last year, Crane’s advertising program has delivered an
industry-leading 16 campaigns with over 5 billion impressions
across more than 10,000 screens in the United States alone.
Brand clients to date include MasterCard, Mars, Mondelez,
The Hershey Company, Nestle and Kellogg's.
800-621-7278 | www.cranems.com
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MEDIA
CUSTOM STOREFRONT
Attracting consumers to the machine is a key to improving same-store sales. Engage consumers with a
customized machine design that is meaningful to their location and supports your brand. Our marketing
team is available to help you design the right look for your machines, or we can work with a design team
of your choice.

HEALTHY SOLUTIONS
MEDIA is uniquely designed to help operators leverage the popular health and wellness trend to grow
business. With Crane assistance, operators can choose from ready-to-go wellness solutions like FitPick®
2.0, or custom design a unique wellness solution from a large range of customizable features focused
on wellness.
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INCREASE
SAME-STORE
SALES
MEDIA’s fully integrated design
attracts consumers with custom
graphics, touchscreen control,
shopping cart browsing and
multiple cashless payment options.
On-screen product advertising
engages consumers and drives
same store sales growth. Add
Intelligent Store™ diagnostics
and remote management services
and impact sales growth like never
before.

7" Touchscreen engages consumers and allows them to see custom
messaging, digital advertising, find nutritional information and easily
make selections.
Shopping Cart lets consumers make multiple selection purchases
and pay before or after product selection.
Integrated Cashless accepts credit cards and mobile payment to
make sure consumers can pay with whatever is in their pockets.

CONNECT. ENGAGE. SELL.

800-621-7278 | www.cranems.com
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MERCHANT MEDIA

FLEXIBLE PRODUCT RETAILING
Create a powerful automated retail store for snack, food or
combo vending with the award winning, Merchant MEDIA.
Take advantage of the innovative MEDIA platform that combines a rich user interface
functional design that offers more selections and unparalleled merchandising. MEDIA’s
modern design attracts and engages consumers with custom graphics, touchscreen,
screen messaging, shopping cart, integrated payment systems and digital advertising.
• T
 emperature control ranges: ambient, to zone, or entire cabinet refrigeration for
flexible product retailing including cold drinks, dairy, fresh foods, snacks and more
• Up to 7 shelves and 12-wide product configurations for a variety of product inventory
• NAMA health and safety control
• SureVend® technology reliably delivers product
• Meets 2012 ADA height guidelines
• Customizable graphics to attract customers and drive same-store sales growth
• Ready-to-go graphic design solutions for healthy vending

MEDIA AMBIENT
(6-Wide)
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MEDIA COMBO
(4-Wide)

MEDIA COMBO
(6-Wide All Food)

BevMAX MEDIA

PERFORMANCE
& DELIVERY SPEED
Win new accounts and keep existing ones while increasing
same-store sales when you combine the proven performance
of a BevMAX with the engaging consumer interface of MEDIA.
Attract new consumers with integrated cashless, vibrant touch screen display, shopping
cart purchasing, nutritional display and brand promotions. This highly-engineered and
most reliable glass-front merchandiser has the best-in-class product selection and capacity,
and built-in telemetry to drive operating efficiency and increase sales.
•
•
•
•
•
•

7" color touchscreen displays digital content with impact
Shopping cart promotes multiple vends and higher transaction values
Interactive promotions encourage multiple sales
Customizable graphics attract customers and drive same-store sales growth
Meets ANSI and ADA requirements
Exceeds Energy Star Tier 3 and 2013 D.O.E. standards

BevMAX MEDIA
(7-Wide)

BevMAX MEDIA
(9-Wide)

800-621-7278 | www.cranems.com
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VOCE MEDIA

QUALITY & CHOICE
RELIABLY DELIVERED
Bring the coffee house experience to your
consumers with barista-quality drinks from
VOCE MEDIA.
Designed to brew that perfect cup every time, VOCE MEDIA
offers a wide range of premium hot beverages that will transform
your consumer’s experience and increase your sales.
With its ATM-style user-interface and powered by the MEDIA
platform, VOCE MEDIA offers your consumers the variety they
want with up to 18 drink selections. At the same time, VOCE
exceeds consumer taste expectations with the same highquality brewing process you find at your local coffee house.
Each drink is consistently delivered with stellar taste, aroma,
color and appearance, and will bring consumers back for more.
VOCE MEDIA is available in fresh-brew and bean-to-cup models
and has proven to be a favorite destination for perfectly-brewed
drinks served consistently and conveniently.
•
•
•
•
•
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 remium coffee and specialty hot beverages
P
Reliable performance
Simplified maintenance
Energy efficient
Small footprint

800-621-7278 | www.cranems.com

TRANSFORMING
THE CONSUMER
EXPERIENCE
The VOCE MEDIA touch sensor user interface,
provides quality, choice and satisfaction – all
the ingredients to increase sales.
With easy to browse menus, consumers looking for their
favorite hot drink is effortless. Plus, upload your own high
definition images via USB to promote your products, brands,
company or location!

ADD VALUE TO YOUR LOCATION
Design your storefront to enhance a location or promote a brand. Our marketing
team is available to help you create the right look to drive business to your machine
and increase your sales.

800-621-7278 | www.cranems.com
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CRANE CONNECTIVITY SOLUTIONS

CONNECTIVITY IS
TRANSFORMATIVE
Connectivity is the capacity for the
interconnection of platforms, systems,
and applications. Essentially, connectivity
enables machines to communicate with
each other and with business owners as
part of the Internet of Things.

For our customers, connectivity increases sales revenue through
electronic payment, lowers costs through improvements in
operational efficiency, and raises consumer engagement through
interactive screens, digital advertisements, mobile applications
and loyalty programs. With the launch of CCS, Crane continues
to demonstrate their commitment to providing the most
innovative solutions in the global payment market.

DIGITAL ADVERTISING
Engage consumers, drive sales,
and maximize your technology
investment with the telemeter
you already have.
1 Continuous Loop

• Play when machine is idle
• Attract new consumers
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Digital advertising is available on
integrated MEDIA machines and
on Crane Cashless retrofit devices.

2 F
 irst Screen Touch

• Play when machine is idle
• Attract new consumers

3 Vend Delivery:

• Play as vend is delivered
• Boost recall and loyalty

MOBILE APPS
Route Driver Mobile: This app for VendMAX customers is designed to reduce route costs and improve driver
efficiency by using any mobile device. Eliminate costly investments in legacy hardware and train your team in minutes.
Crane Cashless Mobile: Give drivers, managers, and sales people the tools they need to deliver a superior customer
service experience and manage your connected data. View device status, alerts, DEX, assign and unassign devices
and quickly get access to information, help and support.
Service Tech Mobile: Reduce time spent on calls by 25 percent. Dispatch to mobile, sync automatically, track parts
and get directions. Available now for VendMAX customers and coming soon for all Crane Cashless customers.

WHY VENDMAX?
EXPERIENCE THAT MATTERS:

FLEXIBILITY AND CHOICE:

PROFITABILITY AND GROWTH:

VendMAX is the leading enterprise

We believe you know what’s

Whatever you need to grow,

software solution with more than

best for your business, and

VendMAX can help you get to

a million machines under Crane

we are committed to providing

the next level.

management. We have the depth

the choices you need.

and expertise to help you transform
your business.

VendMAX Modules and Benefits Include:
Deployment:

On
Premise

Manage:

Vending

Service:

Offline

DEX/Inventory:
Routes:

Handheld

Static

•	Merchandising: Increase sales 10 to 18 percent and
reduce total costs by eliminating 14 to 25 percent of visits.

Cloud
Office
Coffee

Micro
Markets

Online

Smart
Phone
Dynamic

Tablet

•	Micro Market Integration: Drive efficiency and
accountability with a solution to manage your whole
business.
•	LightSpeed Integration: Leverage the strength of both
systems to drive inventory accountability with pre-kitting.
•	Cash and Cashless Accountability: Manage with full
reconciliation of multiple payment types and processors.
•	DEX: Achieve 99 percent DEX consistency.

Mobile App:

Apple

Android

•	Dynamic Scheduling: Eliminate 1 in 5 trucks with
increased route efficiency.
800-621-7278 | www.cranems.com
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CRANE CASHLESS
Today’s Consumers Expect More.
Staying relevant and maximizing sales
means accepting not only cash, but
also credit, mobile payment, campus
cards, loyalty payments and more.
Cashless payments are widely recognized as
the best return on investment in the industry.
You need a Cashless partner that understands
your business, is invested in your success and
dedicated to your growth and profitability.

WHY CRANE?
THE PLATFORM:

FLEXIBILITY AND CHOICE:

OUR TECHNOLOGY VISION:

We protect your investment with

By design, our cashless program

It’s focused on your growth.

a platform that's modular, flexible

gives you the most choices in

Crane is your strategic partner

and expandable that’s powered by

networks, cashless processors,

today, tomorrow, and in 100 years.

an innovative data gateway and

bezels and range of premium

web portal focused on the future.

features to differentiate your
business and maximize your ROI.
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FLEXIBILITY
& CHOICE
Choose from a range of commercial
financing options, including Zero
Down, that put you in control to
best manage your capital and Get
Connected.
Crane customers can now benefit from the
faster transaction speeds and improved cellular
signal strength that Verizon 4G LTE provides.
The Navigator Touch retrofit screen engages
consumers, drives sales and maximizes your
technology investment. Increase sales, get paid
to participate in digital advertising campaigns
and deliver nutritional information to consumers
with Navigator Touch.

Telemetry:

Radios:

Cashless
Readers:

Currenza®
Navigator

4G LTE

GSM

MEDIA

CDMA

MEI 4-in-1
Plus Bezel

Swipe
& Tap

MEI®
eChoice™
EMV Bezel

Networks:

Processors:

Mobile Pay:

Premium
Services:

Loyalty

Campus
Card

Screens
with Digital
Advertising

STREAMWARE CONNECT
Streamware Connect offers applied
leading-edge software technology to
help vending companies of all sizes
and operational styles become more
efficient, competitive and profitable.
Streamware Connect is our global device
and data integration platform. It powers
all of Crane’s vending solutions and gives
operators the benefits of seamless real time
data integration between Crane Cashless,
VendMAX, telemetry devices, payment
solutions, Crane vending machines, Intelligent
Store, micro markets and mobile applications.

800-621-7278 | www.cranems.com
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CRANE PAYMENT INNOVATIONS
MEI® 4-N-1 Plus BEZEL
The 4-in-1 Plus card reader accepts cash, CPI coupons, magnetic
swipe cards and contactless cards along with new ‘mobile
wallet’ technology. As consumers demand more options than
ever, operators can replicate the retail experience by allowing
customers to pay with whatever form of payment they prefer.
MEI® ECHOICE™ EMV
With the world of technology changing, consumer’s wallets are
more diverse than ever. The MEI eChoice EMV bezel combines
the convenience of vending with the versatility of retail. Giving
customers the power to choose between cash, credit, EMV and
contactless technology – including Android Pay, ApplyPay and
Samsung Pay – providing greater profitability for you.
MEI® VN2700 NOTE VALIDATOR
The VN2700 bill validator allows operators to enable cashless
transactions, note recycling or varying bezel types and cashboxes.
The industry standard for reliability and performance, the VN2700
validator accepts banknotes between $1 and $20. The optional
high-visibility bezel strobes through a wide range of colors,
attracting attention and enhancing merchandising of the machine.
MEI® VNR NOTE RECYCLER
Improve vending location sales by upwards of 15 percent with
this self-replenishing technology. The VNR note recycler accepts
$1, $5, $10 and $20 bills and stores either $1 or $5 bills to give to
consumers as change, rather than coins. Modular in design, the
VNR module can be added at any time to VN2700 bill validators
right in the field. The module component simply snaps into the
rear of the validator.
MEI® CF2700 COIN MANAGER
The industry’s first coin manager goes beyond just accepting
and dispensing coins. It helps operators make smarter decisions.
Unique tracking and diagnostic capabilities give operators the
tools and business information they need to better manage their
cash and increase profits. The CF7000 coin manager provides
a low cost of ownership to operators because it is a lowmaintenance device that’s built to last.
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EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
MERCHANT MEDIA AMBIENT

VOCE MEDIA

Configurations

4-Wide; 6-Wide

Cup Capacities

Height

72"

630 7 oz.; 588 9 oz.;
360 12 oz., 285 16 oz.

Width

32.8"; 43.75"

Height

72"

Depth

38.5"; 37.875"

Width

27.625"

Weight

510 lbs; 610 lbs

Depth

31.125"

Electrical

120 VAC, 60 Hz, 3A

Weight

426 lbs

Certifications

UL, cUL, FCC, NAMA

Electrical

115 VAC, 60 Hz, 12A

Water

29-87 psi (2-6 Bar)

Certifications

UL, cUL, FCC, NAMA

* Meets ADA Requirements

* Meets ADA Requirements

MERCHANT MEDIA COMBO

BEVMAX MEDIA

Configurations

4-Wide; 6-Wide

Configurations

7-Wide; 9-Wide

Height

72"

Height

72"

Width

32.8"; 46.125"

Width

39"; 47"

Depth

32.5"; 32.75"

Depth

32"

Weight

629 lbs; 729 lbs

Weight

545 lbs; 764 lbs

Electrical

120 VAC, 60 Hz, 8A

Electrical

Certifications

UL, cUL, FCC, NAMA

115 VAC, 60 Hz, 10.2A;
120 VAC, 60 Hz, 10.2A

Capacity

Narrow – 280 20 oz. bottles
Wide – 360 20 oz. bottles

Certifications

UL, cUL, FCC

* Meets ADA Requirements

* Meets ADA Requirements, Tier 3 Energy Star Rated

SHOPPER

BEVMAX CLASSIC

Storage Area

7.25"W x 16"D x 35"H

Configurations

7-Wide; 9-Wide

Height

72"

Height

72"

Width

38.13"

Width

39"; 47"

Depth

30.75"

Depth

32"

Weight

710 lbs

Weight

545 lbs; 764 lbs

Electrical

115 VAC, 60 Hz,
12A (15A circ req.)

Electrical

115 VAC, 60 Hz, 10.2A

Certifications

UL, cUL, FCC, NAMA

Capacity

Narrow – 280 20 oz. bottles
Wide – 360 20 oz. bottles

Certifications

UL, cUL, FCC

* Meets ADA Requirements

* Meets ADA Requirements, Tier 3 Energy Star Rated

800-621-7278 | www.cranems.com
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